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AMRITSAR DISTRICT.

I. THE DISTRICT.

1. The Amritsar District is a rectangular section of the country

lying between the Beas and Ravi rivers which is

Geographical features. . ^
known as the " Ban- L>oab." The tract is uniformly

level apart from the gentle slope from the Beas to the Ravi and down the

Doab which broadens as the rivers diverge. The sandy ridge running

down the centre and the perennial stream known as the Sakhi with other

scarcely perceptible drainage lines are natural features of the district

which is intersected with the various branches of the Bari Doab Canal.

The district is included in the Lahore Division of the Punjab, and the

districts oE Gurdaspur and Lahore are situated on its north-east and south-

west sides.

It is divided into 3 tahsils or fiscal subdivisions named Amritsar,
Tarn Taran and Ajaala, the last occupying all that portion which fronts

the Ravi river and the two former abutting the Beas. That part of the

district lying south of the Grand Trunk road is within the tract known
as the Manjha.

The low-lying alluvial land on the banks of the rivers which changes

year by year according to the action of the floods is called the " Bet."

The total area of the district is 1,601 square miles of which about 1,482
are normally cultivated.

The population at the last census in 1901 was 1,023,825.

2. Owing to the nearness of the hills and the prevalence of canal irri-

~. gation, the hot season in Amritsar is comparatively

temperate. The hot season ends with September
and hoar frost is common in January and February. At one time the

Tarn Taran Tahsil was regarded as very healthy, being open and dry, but

since the advent of flow irrigation it must share with the rest of the
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district a reputation for being abnormally malarious. The only available

figures show a range from 126 F. in May to 29 F. in December.

3 The district has a fairly constant rainfall which varies inversely

with the distance from the hills, ranging between

16 and 24 inches. The monsoon rains of 1908

were exceptionally heavy and brought up the total for the year at Amritsar

City to 46-88. The average of previous ye.ars was 24 29. The district is for

the most part secure against any serious failure of either summer or win-

ter rains and it is further protected by ample irrigation from both canals

and wells.

4. The prevailing soil is a level alluvial loam varied by occasional

small tracts of stiffer clay which are almost invari-

ably fringed by uneven land more sandy in charac-

ter tlian the average loam. The clay lands are formed in strips running

down the ' Doab '

along the natural depressions and in these tracts
' knlar

J

wastes (lands impregnated with salts) abound.

5. The land is held almost entirely by small peasant proprietors,

. large estates covering only about 15,000 acres. In

1908-09 the cultivated area was 903,380 acres of

which 500,318 were irrigated.

6. Of the irrigated area in 1908-09, 174,056 acres were irrigated

from wells, 297,683 from canals and 2,990 from
Irrigation.

other sources. The district is traversed by the

Lahore Main, Kasur and Sabraon branches of the Bari Doab Canal from
which 486 square miles or 31 1,0 iO acres can be irrigated annually. In

1908-09 there were 10,894 masonry wells worked with Persian wheels by
cattle, besides 207 unbrioked wells, water-lifts and lever wells. In the

Amritsar Tahsil the usual depth down to the water is about 20 feet ex-

cept in the highlands on the bank of the Beas where it may be as much as

50. In Tarn Tarau the depth is ordinarily from 20 to 30 feet except in

the "
Bet/' where it falls to some 12 or 13 feet. In the Ajnala Tahsil the

ordinary depth is from 1.0 to 20 feet, but under 16 feet in the
"
Sailab

" and
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" Sakhi
"
lands. The inundated lands are chiefly on the Ravi but some lie

on the Beas. Cultivation in the beds of the rivers is always precarious.

7. In the raiuy season, the Beas carries an immense body of water

and in flood time may be nearly a mile in width

and from 30 to 35 feet in depth. When the floods

subside, usually in August, the higher portious of the inundated land ara

sown with coarse rice and pulses.

The Bavi when in flood encroaches impartially on either side and

frequently causes considerable damage. It carries more fertilising silt

than the Beas, however, and where this is thrown up heavy crops of wheat

can be raised after the lapse of a year or two.

In the cold weather the river dwindles to an insignificant stream and

owing to the Bari Doab Canal drawing off nearly all the water at

M adhopur it is mainly made up from springs in its bed. The recession

of the water has had an injurious effect on the fertility of the lands

along the banks. Much of the moisture has gone out of the soil and

the people have had to resort to well sinking where it was never required

before. The constant complaint along the Ravi is that the river has

gone back and left, them high and dry, while recurring summer floods

work damage in a few weeks which it takes a long time to repair.

The perennial stream, the Sakhi, rises in flood at times and the

volume of water may be swelled by escape water let into it by a channel

cut from the canal. At these times it is liable to cause a good deal of

damage to the crops. Of the less important drainage lines the chief are

the Patti Rohi, the Kasur nala and the Hudiara line. Considerable

damaga occurs to the cultivation lying in the tract of these drainage lines

especially in the cold season when floods are not expected. In the

summer, crops are not usually sown where flood water is likely to reach

them.

8. There are four reserved forests with a total area of 2,886 acres

under the Forest Department and 119 acres of
Rttkbs and forests.

unclassed forest under the Deputy Commissioner,
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The grazing in Sarai Amanat Khan rukh is fairly plentiful being

canal irrigated but the quality is poor.

In Rukh Nag the land is good and the grazing fair.

The grazing ia Rukhs Boharu and Gagrewal is poor. Most of the

other rukhs have been almost entirely brought under cultivation by

grantees who have been given proprietary rights in them and they are

not now distinguishable frc-m the surrounding cultivation.

9' The grazing rights of each reserve are ordinarily leased out to a

contractor for a year who pays a certain sum and

takes fees for all animals grazed according to the

following fixed rates : Buffaloes, Rs. 1-9-6 each; cows and bullocks, 0-12-9

each; horses, 0-12-0 each; asses or mules 0-6-0 each, and sheep and goats,

0-1-6 each per annum. Young animals under one year are exempted.

The fees appear to be very low but it is understood that contractors

manage to increase the charges by levying fees more than once a year in

some of the reserves.

When the reserves are not given out on contract grazing permits

are issued by the Forest Department. The inhabitants of the surrounding

villages appear to appreciate the grazing in some instances and not in

others. It probably depends a good deal on the popularity of the

contractor and the quantity. of the grass.

The villagers of Gagrewal told me that they took up the contract

themselves not because they valued the grazing but because if they did

not rent it and their cattle strayed into the reserve they were put to a

good deal of inconvenience.

IL THE CATTLE OF THE DISITRICT.

10. Statement 1 shows- the number of animals in the district at the

last quinquennial enumeration (1909) by tahsils.
Number of cattle. _ . ,i/\/\4\Ihe figures of the previous census (1904) are given

also for comparison. Those for Amritsar City and suburbs are shown

separately. It may be said that the year 1908-09 was the worst for cattle

that lias been known for a long time in the Amritsar District. The
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mortality was very severe both among cattle and goats. The year was a

very unhealthy one both for animals and human beings. Bulls and

bullocks show a decrease of 1 2 per cent, and cows 1 1 per cent, over the pre-

vious census returns. The primary cause was the excessive rainfall in the

autumn of 1908 (93 per cent, above the normal). The floods destroyed

a large precentage of the forage crops especially in the Ajnala Tahsil.

As mentioned in Chapter IV under diseases of cattle, a large number of

cattle, goats and sheep died of '

gillar,
' a disease to which impoverished

cattle are very susceptible. A large number of animals died of starva-

tion also and they were not included generally in the disease returns.

In addition many were sold at the Amritsar fairs owing to their owners

being unable to provide food for them. The majority of these were pro-

bably practically useless for purposes of agriculture and milk production.

A glance at the figures for the province will show that Amritsar was

exceptional in its losses which were due to special local conditions.

11. It may ba stated that whatever Amritsar District may have been

in the past it is no longer a cattle-breeding district
Breeds of cattle . ,

c
_

in the broad acceptance of the term, neither does it

produce any special breed. At one time the Manjha was celebrated for

superior cattle especially in the more pastoral pnrts of the Lahore District.

But since the tract has come under flow irrigation there has been in-

sufficient grazing and the cattle have become mainly stall-fed. The con-

sequence is that the Manjha is no longer a distinct breed, most of the best

bullocks being imported from cattle-breeding districts. It may be said,

however, that the Manjha cattle are superior to any others in the Amritsar

District in point of size and quality, and it is possible that some of the

characteristics of the true Manjha type still persist. The cultivators

in that part of the district are more disposed to keep a better class of

animal than those in other parts of the district. Moreover the work

demands the keeping of good bullocks both for plough and transport*

Trotting bullocks are not in much demand as the people usually either

ride ponies or walk. Moreover roads and railways are fairly convenient

ia the Amritsar District. The original Manjha type was a very compact
and bturdy animal usually grey in colour. The Manjha agriculturists
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still prefer this type. They lay great stress on having active and willing

bullocks and generally manage to obtain them though they have to pay

heavily now-a-days.

The cattle found in the Ajnala Tahsil are very inferior and in many
cases miserable specimens. They possess no special features being of a

nondescript variety possessing some characters of the hill breeds. The

people generally neither require nor desire better animals though a few

of the more enterprising recognise the desirability of improving them.

The cattle in the Arnritsar Tahsil are intermediary between those

of Tarn Taran and Ajnala being inferior to the former in size and quality.

12. The cultivators of the Tarn Taran and Aniritsar Tahsils import

a large number of their bullocks but those in the
. Sources of supply. .

Ajnala Tahsil are more dependent on the stock of

the neighbourhood. The former obtain most of their best animals from

the Malwa tract and from the Hissar and Rohtak Districts preferring

those of moderate size. They are not adverse to Bhaguari (Sindh)

animals. They visit other districts aud cattle fairs periodically to buy

cattle and frequently give big prices. This requires ready money how-

ever which is not always available. The consequence is that many men

have to buy from cattle dealers who do a thriving trade in this district.

These are usually
" Aroras

"
of the Mianwali, Shahpur, Mooltan, Dera

Ismail Khan and Bannu Districts and their trade must be very lucrative in

spite of bad debts. It is understood that they refuse to sell for cash

preferring the credit system. This usually consists of payment in two

half-yearly instalments, each instalment being about the original value of

the animal purchased.

13. As hitherto it has been possible to purchase bullocks from

without, the working animals seen in the 'Man-jha
Suitability of bullocks. .

'

are tair animals on the whole and suitable tor the

work required of them. But it becomes more difficult every year to pay
the prices demanded which are increasing with extraordinary rapidity.

This is a natural result of increased demand and increased cost of
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production. In the poorer parts of the district the people have to put up
with inferior animals that are not up to the work. It is a noteworthy fact

that buffaloes are being used much more in ploughs by the poorer
cultivators every year and this is due to the high price of bollocks.

14. Owing to the lack of grazing grounds the condition of cattle

Condition of cattle breeding is unsatisfactory. It is true that there

breeding. are sfcjj] considerable grazing facilities in the ' Bet '

lands but the grass is very poor iu quality and the conditions very

unhealthy for cattle. As far as possible cultivators should be encouraged
to breed their own bullocks and sufficient grazing areas should be pro-

vided for them whenever practicable. Since grazing facilities have

disappeared buffaloes have to a great extent taken the place of cows for

milk and ghi production as they accommodate themselves better to a

stall-fed existence and pay better under these conditions. The importance of

breeding bullocks has been overlooked as ib has been possible to buy them.

There is a growing tendency, however, to take more care of the male

calves with a view to their making useful bullocks. The advantages to be

gained by obtaining the services of a good bull for their cows are quite

appreciated by the inhabitants of the Manjha at least and they frequently

take their cows considerable distances for service. This increased interest

in breeding is a very healthy sign.

15. The problem of the satisfactory supply of bulls is a very difficult

Supply of Balls. one ' Ownerless bulls are no longer treated with

StatementNo.il.
{^Q re8pec t they were but are regarded as a

tax on local resources as no doubt they are. Dedicated bulls are generally

very bad specimens and though they may be tolerated they are rarely

serviceable animals. Government bulls nut being dedicated may be

popular or unpopular according hs their services are regarded.

Statement II shows the number and distribution by tahsils of bulls

used exclusively for breeding in the district. It should be recognised that

many of the cows are served by the young males that are found in every

village herd and have not yet been castrated and put to work.

For the last 20 years or more Hissar balls have been spasmodically

distributed in the district by the local authorities but no proper record
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appears to have been kept and no supervision or check of any kind exer-

cised over them. The people of the Tarn Taran and Amritsar Tahsils appear

to regard these bulls with favour and acknowledge the benefits derived from

them. The fact was referred to by Captain Gunn when in 1896 he found

31 Government bulls in the district, There are very few Government

bulls in the district now though, and the people refer to this fact with

regret. For many years no bulls were purchased at all, due doubtless to

want of funds. The following statement shows the number of district

board bulls distributed since 1904-05, the only years for which figures are

available :
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animals the majority can only be described as bad and quite unsuitable for

the work required of them. The people themselves would be glad to

get rid of the bad ones but are unwilling to assist actively in disposing of

them. It may be stated that the supply of efficient bulls is perfectly

inadequate and the fact is well recognised and lamented by the people

themselves.

16. As stated above, the Hissar bull of moderate size is suitable for

the Manjha in the. absence of good specimens of
Class of bulls required. . . . I,,,:,

the indigenous breed. It is doubtful if any of the

private bulls roaming about the district belong to the original Manjha

type and they are usually described as
f desi

'

(country).

On the Ajnala side of the district, however, the Hissar bull is not

suitable and there the Potwar (Dhanni) breed from the Jhelum district

is indicated and moreover appreciated by the people. For all

practical purposes it may be said that south of the Grand Trunk road

Hissar bulls are suitable and that north of it Potwar (Dhanni) bulls should

be imported.

17. The difficulties connected with the upkeep and management of

district bulls become greater year by year. The
Management of bulls. .

& J /
people require bulls and appreciate them keenly

but the responsibility of keeping them is not sought after. It appears to be

unsound to give allowances for the upkeep of public bulls and moreover

such an arrangement would be too great a tax on public funds. The pre-

sent position is that while agriculturists are very keen on obtaining the

services of a good bull for nothing, the headmen, who are held responsible

for the welfare of bulls placed in their charge, are unwilling to undertake

their responsibility. Moreover, in too many cases the responsibility

is very imperfectly regarded, and bulls are illtreated or allowed to stray.

If leading men could be induced to keep good stud bulls themselves and

charge reasonable stud fees the question would be practically solved, but

there is considerable aversion at present to the idea of charging for the

services of a bull. A good scheme would be to assist any man willing to

keep an approved bull by paying a portion of the purchase money frorq

public funds or from a fund created for the purpose.
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18. The cows met with in the district of Amritsar are very ordinary

and present no special features. It is exceptional

to see a really good cow in the villages. In the

large towns a good cow is occasionally seen. Such animals are usually

the property of wealthy landowners or shopkeepers. The cows belonging

to the ordinary cultivators are generally miserable creatures. This is due

to a great extent to the custom of neglecting cow calves. It is a very regret-

able feature that the ordinary cultivator cannot be got to see the advant-

age of feeding his cows and calves more generously.

19. The cows belonging to the "
Gujars

"
of Amritsar city deserve

special mention as there are some very good ones

^ThecowB
of Amritsar to be foun(L The number has decreased since the

lasfc census in conformity with the general figures of

the district and the number of cow buftaloes has increased in proportion.

This is probably accounted for by the difficulty experienced in buying good

cows. Some of the "
Gujars

" breed good animals but in general they starve

the calves to sell the milk. There is not such a good market for buffalo

milk as that of cows in Amritsar, as that of the latter is preferred for

drinking. The difficulty is got over by mixing the milk of the two and

selling it as cow milk. The "
Gujars

; '

are good judges of milch cattle and

generally possess some fair bulls. What appear to be nearly pure speci-

mens of the well known Sahiwal (Montgomery Par) breed are found

occasionally and they are valued accordingly. The "
Gujars" sell a conside-

rable number of cows to people who are prepared to pay their prices which

are high. They are adepts in feeding milch cows to produce an increased

secretion of milk. They give the husks of rice and gram very largely and
" masalas" (spices) of various kinds. They are not concerned so much with

the richness of the milk as they do not make ghi or butter to any extent.

They sell milk to the citizens of Amritsar at from 2 to 3 annas a seer.

At the Amritsar cattle shows they take considerable sums in prize money
for their cows and buffaloes.

20. There is little to record in regard to the management of cattle

in the Amritsar District. There are no special fea-

cattie,

m
tures compared with other districts. There is no

doubt that there is very great room for
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improvement in the management of cattle particularly in regard to housing
and hygiene generally. Every improvement, however, must entail extra

expense and it will be many years before it can be shown practically that

the advantages to be gained are worth the expense entailed. As

cattle get more valuable more care will be bestowed upon them and

better and more careful management will gradually be adopted. lu the

meantime the best that can be done is to spread knowledge by means of

ocular demonstration. The stables and veterinary hospitals that are being
buiU and equipped by Government and local bodies are excellent object

lessons in this respect and it behoves the leading agriculturists to copy
them as far as possible. Dairies properly built and equipped at convenient

centres would be even more valuable. The knowledge spread by books

and pamphlets cannot be compared to object lessons of this kind and any

money spent on buildings and demonstrations connected with the up-

keep and management of animals is well worth the expenditure. The

cavalry sowar who has learnt the elements of stable management is an

educational factor already.

It is to be hoped that the veterinary and agricultural graduates who

are now being scattered over the country will serve a useful purpose in

instilling the principles of the good management of animals in those with

whom they come in contact.

III.-OTHER ANIMALS.

21. Atone time the prosperity of the Punjab agriculturist was

judged to a great extent by the number of cow
buffaloes in his possession. This applied more

faithfully when the produce of the buffalo was for home consumption. But

the contraction of grazing in districts like Amritsar has led to buffaloes

being kept instead of cows as it pays better to stall-feed a buffalo than a

cow. Owing to the great demand for ghi many men keep one cow

buffalo where they formerly kept two cows. The idea obtains that the

cultivation bullocks will be purchased with the money earned by the sale

of the ghi from the buffalo. This scheme worked until the rise in price
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of bullocks disarranged the economic scales. The consequence is that

there is a decided tendency to return to cow keeping. In the interval the

cows have deteriorated in quality and fallen off in numbers.

A study of the Provincial figures for the last cattle census shows that

with the exception of Karnal there are more buffaloes to the acre in Amrit-

sar District than in any other in the Punjab, the percentage working out

to *15 to the acre. Karnal District, however, contains a large number of

cows as well as buffaloes. In 20 districts there are more cows to the acre

than buffaloes (male and female) and in 9 there are more buffaloes than

cows. In Amritsar there are les-s cows in proportion to buffaloes than in

any other district in the Punjab. Amritsar then is well supplied with

buffaloes.

There is no special breed though those found in the Manjha are superior

in size and quality. The increased facility of communications and the

increase in the number of fairs is all against special breeds especially as

the people themselves do not take any intelligent interest in the matter,

The buffaloes of the Manjha are large animals with scanty hair, fine

skins and long thin tails, all marks of good quality. Most of them have

well developed mammary glands and are good milkers. The animals that

are preferred to any others are called "Kundi," i.e., they have small

spirally twisted horns. Black (kali) buffaloes are more popular than

brown (bhuri) but the latter are not generally objected to.

The favourite colour is black with a white star and white legs (panj

kalyan). An animal with two " wall" eyes (billi) is considered lucky.

One " wall" eye (kamandli) is unpopular.

Buffaloes do very well in the "
bet

"
lands and large herds may be

seen sometimes. They thrive well on the coarse grasses of these low-

lying pastures. Unfortunately a large number die from hsemorrhagic

septicaemia
which ia endemic in low-lying villages. It is

particularly
virulent after rian and buffaloes, particularly the young ones, are highly

susceptible.
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22. Female buffaloes are highly valued by the people owing to

their great milk producing powers. The milk is

on
nd B|" Pr dUC"

made infco SH and sold and the butter-milk used

for home consumption. The purchaser is usually

the local bauia who collects it and sends it to the big cities and tow'ns in

large quantities. Jn many cases it is taken as payment in kind of

advances in cash for purchase of bullocks, seed, marriages, etc. Even

though the cost of buffaloes and their upkeep has increased of late years,

they must be a source of considerable pro6t.

Cow buffaloes give from 4 to 15 seers of milk per diem and a very
fair average is 8 seers or, deducting that taken by the calf, 6 seers.

As 16 seers of milk will produce about one seer of ghi and the pre-

sent wholesale price of ghi is one rupee a seer; it is obvious that for at

least eight months of the year a cow buffalo is a very lucrative possess-

sion to the cultivator who has the available fodder. The bania or middle-

man probably gets a big proportion of the profit, however.

23. Male buffaloes are used for work much more than formerly and

the larger ones are very powerful. The Manjha
animals have the reputation of being good workers

though like all buffaloes they are slow and cannot stand the heat of the

sun. It is usual to yoke a buffalo with a bullock in order to make him

move quicker. Cow buffaloes that are barren may be used for work also.

At one time it was customary to kill most of i<he male buffaloes soon

after birth, but there is a good demand for them now-a-days at the various

fairs for work and for slaughter, hides having become very valuable.

24. The people take considerable interest in buffalo breeding and in

some cases take their cows considerable distances

to be covered. Good bull buffaloes (malis) are

occasionally seen but they are few in number and quite insufficient for the

needs of the people. The usual covering fee is 8 annas to 1 rupee. It is

a pity that selected bulls are not kept in larger numbers. The people

invariably expressed a wish to have one where none was available, but

the necessary enterprise to keep a bull is wanting. Consequently most

of the cow buffaloes are served by the young males that run with the
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herds. Cow buffaloes breed usually at four years old and produce up to

about 10 calves. The "
Gujars" of Amritsar City have some good buf-

faloes and the tendency is to keep more, good cows being difficult to

obtain. Milk for drinking purposes being in great demand in large cities,

ghi is not made to the extent it is in villages.

25. Comparatively few camels are kept in the Amritsar District and

the number tends to decrease every vear. Camels
Camels. . . .

in irrigated tracts where there are good communi-

cations are obviously bound to disappear unless artificially encouraged,

The few camels kept in the Amritsar District by a few men who let them

on hire for carrying baggage present no special features. They are on

the whole very inferior specimens.

26. Amritsar is a selected district under the Army Remount Depart-

ment and efforts are made to induce the people to
Horses. ,

breed remounts.

It is doubtful if much success is obtained as the people are not very

keen and there are comparatively few good mares in the district. The

horses in the Tarn Taran Tahsil are superior to those in the other parts

of the district. The census figures show an increase in the number of

horses and ponies kept which is probably attributable to increased pros-

perity. The district is apt to suffer considerably from "surra", however,

and but for the losses in 1908, which were rather severe, the total

number of horses would probably have been more at the last census.

27. The number of mules has increased considerably during the

last five years due to a great extent to increased

recognition of the usefulness and market value of

these animals. Many of the mares in the district are more suitable to

mule breeding than horse breeding and the former industry is more pro-

fitable in consequence.

28. Donkeys have decreased in number according to the last quin-

quennial census. The low-caste people who keep
them find it increasingly difficult to provide food

for them as they do not calculate to purchase fodder to any extent and
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it is not so easy for donkeys to live the parasitic existence they did at one

time. There was considerable mortality among donkeys in the Amritsar

District in 1 908 from disease and starvation.

29.

Horse and mule

ing.

breed-

The Army Remount Department keeps 6 horses at stud in the

district and 14 donkeys for mule breeding. In

addition, 10 pony stallions are kept by the district

board for pony breeding under the supervision of

the Army Remount Department. The following figures which have been

kindly supplied by. the Superintendent show the number of branded

irares and the number of young stock got by Government and district

board stallions during the past five years.

Years.
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The ewes are bred from until they are about five years old and then

sold. Lambs are usually dropped in February and in some cases

again in August. The usual price of a sheep is Rs. 5 to Rs. 6. Castra-

tion is not practised. Sheep are generally clipped twice a year after

washing. The wool sells for about 1 to 1J seers per rupee. Very few

sheep of the (
desi

'

variety give more than a seer at each clipping.

Sheep skins are sold for about one rupee each to wandering mer-

chants who take them to Lahore or Amritsar where they are made into

shoes and other leather articles including
' mashaks' (water skins). Sheep

pick up what they can, leading a parasitic existence. There are no sheep

pastures.

The time has not yet arrived for sheep breeding to be taken up

seriously in the plains and in any case irrigated districts like Amritsar

would not be suitable to the industry. Systematic sheep breeding may

eventually be taken up in suitable tracts both lor wool and meat and

is deserving of every encouragement as there is room for great improve-

ment.

31. The decrease in the number of goats is a very notable feature

of the last census. This is due partly to the mor-

tality in the autumn of 1908 referred to above and

partly to the increasing difficulties experienced in keeping them. .The

cultivators keep very few goats themselves and the " kamina "
find it

Difficult to obtain sufficient pasturage as they are not generally

allowed to take them into the fields. The goats found in the Amritsar

District are of the usual ( desi
'

variety, and are black, white, black and

tan, black and white or white and tan in colour. A large number of

goats are kept in Amritsar City and their milk is so Id from house to house.

It is regarded as being especially suitable for children. A good goat will

give 3 seers of milk a day. The males and females are sold to butchers

and others and fetch Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 each. Good female goats sell for as

much as Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 and males for the stud for Rs. 20 to 25.

Goats are generally clipped in the spring and the hair is used to

make ropes, saddle bags and a coarse cloth called '

Tappar.' Goats skins

fetch about Rs, 1-8 each and are chiefly used to make ' mashaks
'

which
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when prepared are worth from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. Goats and sheep are

kept in
' baras

'

(enclosures) fenced with brushwood and in the cold seasons

'chuppars' (thatched huts) are provided for shelter.

IV. DISEASES OF CATTLE.

32. It may be stated that until recently no reliable statistics in

regard to the mortality of cattle and other animals
Mortality.

*
. . .

have been available. 1 he only information record-

ed in the past was obtained from figures supplied by veterinary assistants

who only reported deaths in outbreaks brought to their notice and attended

by them. In 1907 a system by which it was made incumbent on patwaris

to submit monthly returns to the Civil Veterinary Department was intro-

duced, and valuable information is obtained by this means. There is

no doubt that many deaths are not reported but as confidence increases sus-

picion will gradually disappear.

A certain amount of confusion in nomenclature is inevitable bat this

is to a certain extent remedied through the agency of the veterinary staff

and will decrease as that staff increases.

It may be said that the year 1908-09 was a particularly bad one for

cattle in the Amritsar District, a large number dying from disease.

The following table shows the mortality from the principal epidemic
diseases during the year 1908-09 as reported by patwaris :
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33. Rinderpest is usually prevalent at some period of the year in

epidemic form and the spread of infection may be
Rinderpest.

generally traced to the cattle of itinerant dealers

specially at the time of the fairs which are held at Amritsar twice a year.

The villages adjacent to the main road suffer the most in consequence.
The disease affects cattle and buffaloes and sometimes goats and sheep.

Although the people recognise the source of contagion they rarely

attempt to protect their own interests. The mortality is always greatest

at the commencement of an outbreak, one reason being that the roost

susceptible animals are the first to be attacked. Unless the disease is

especially virulent the usual percentage of deaths of those attacked is about

50 per cent. It is more prevalent in the rainy and cold seasons of the year

and in the low-lying parts of the district as the virus is favoured by these

conditions. It is not very resistant to a hot and dry climate and consequent-

ly is not so prevalent in the hot season. Rinderpest has lost many of its

terrors since preventive inoculation was introduced and, though some of

the less enlightened of the agriculturists do not care for the method and

in some cases oppose it, it may be said that the people are getting accus-

tomed to it and where it has once been introduced are usually in favour of

it. If it was only possible to practise effective methods of disinfection and

disposal of carcases, rinderpest could be very satisfactorily dealt with by
a competent and sufficient veterinary staff.

The people themselves treat isolated cases of rinderpest with drenches

of milk, ghi and gur followed up with nitre, chirreta and salt, but when

the disease is found to be epidemic they give up medicinal treatment and

resort to mystical spells and sorcery through the agency of some mendi-

cant.

34. Foot and mouth disease is frequently very extensive and spreads
with great rapidity from village to village beina-Foot and month disease. . . T .,

5

very infectious. Like rinderpest it is spread by
cattle-dealers, and often appears after the Amritsar fairs, spreading from
the main roads. It does not usually cause much loss of life. Ifc mainly
affects cattle and buffaloes, but all animals including hurnans appear to be

susceptible. The normal mortality is from 2 to 5 per cent, and deaths occur
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generally in young or weak animals or from complications. The disease

causes great inconvenience if it breaks out at a season when animals are

required for urgent work as it incapacitates them temporarily. Frequently,

however, animals are to be found at work with the disease on them and

when used in this way on lines of communication they are a great source

of infection. The people treat this disease fairly intelligently using, as a

rule, decoctions of " neem "
or " kikar

" bark as dressings, but frequently

maggots get in the wounds and they find this condition difficult to deal

with.

The veterinary staff are able to render excellent service by treating

cases and their treatment is becoming popular. In a wide-spread epide-

mic such as the recent one (1909), which affected all parts of the Punjab,
it was impossible to provide veterinary attendance at more than a percen-

age of the outbreaks but the people themselves came in large numbers to

the hospitals for dressings which were highly popular.

At one time isolation of affected cases was recommended in this

disease but it was practically impossible to carry out and is no longer

attempted. As a matter of fact it is not necessary or even advisable in ex-

isting circumstances.

35. The disease hsemorrhagic septicsemia is common in the district

Haemorrhagio septicee-
and causes a good deal of loss especially among

mia-

buffaloes, but cattle are also severely affected. The
usual mortality among animals attacked is from 90 to 100 per cent. It is

prevalent in the rainy season or rather immediately after the rains. It is

most common in the autumn, but it frequently occurs in the spring. The

causes that lead to its spread and the method of infection require further

investigation. It occurs regularly in dirty and badly drained villages and

may be regarded as a disease of unhygienic surroundings. There, is no

doubt that it would be heard of less if the people could be persuaded to

keep their cattle under more sanitary conditions. No satisfactory method

of treating this disease has yet been found. The writer has tried a great

number without success. Native owners are in the habit of firing the

throats of affected animals, a swelling of the throat being a prominent

symptom,
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A method of preventive vaccination against this disease is now under

trial in the field, the cattle in some villages of the Lahore District having

been treated.

36. Anthrax -was at one time commonly reported amongst cattle, but

it was confused -with the above disease. Since the
Anthrax. . ,

diseases were correctly classified anthrax is rarely

reported. The writer has himself made a number of examinations of cattle

said to be suffering from anthrax in the Amritsar District but has invari-

ably made a negative diagnosis, the disease usually proving to be haemorr-

hagic septicsemia.

37. Blackquarter does not appear to be common in the district. When
it does occur it is usually describfd as goli

referring to the swelling, and it may also be called

zahrbad.

38. Zahrlad is a word in common use to describe diseases in which

any swelling is a prominent symptom and includes
Zahrbad. .." . , . ,

lymphangitis and cardiac diseases m which oedema

occ urs.

The word villa is also used to describe similar conditions especially

if tympanitis is a prominent symptom.

39. Endemic or parasitic (verminous) anaemia or gillar appears

to have become more common of late years

and the autumn of 1908 muat be regarded as

having been particularly bad, mo&t of the deaths under the head of

other diseases having boen caused by it. The vernaculai name is derived

from the cedcmatous swelling that invariably appears in the sub-

maxillary space. Goats and sheep are more frequently attacked by
this disease and it is well known and recognised by shepherds. Cattle

appear to have been attacked in large numbers for the first time in 1908.

Previously, the disease was mainly con6ned to goats and sheep.

In the low-lying Ajnala tahsil the losses in the past year among cattle

from this disease were very serious and few villages were visited where it had
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not been responsible for a large number of deaths. The mortality

amongst goats and sheep was very great. The exceptionally wet season

favourable to the development of internal parasites and the shortage of

fodder owing to excessive rainfall and floods must be regarded as the

causes.

Agriculturists generally attribute the disease to feeding on panna or

rotten grass, that is grass that has been flooded and become muddy and

rotten. The fact is that grasses that grow on marshy land are generally

innutritions and impoverished animals readily succumb to the attacks of

internal parasites especially 'strongyles'. In many cases it is uncertain if

death should be attributed to parasitism or starvation. A number of post-

mortems were made on animals that had succumbed to gillar and in

some no parasites were detected. In these cases it may be that the symp-
toms arise from pure debility due to inferior or harmful food plants.

A further investigation into the kinds and description of parasites

which cause the condition will be made as opportunity permits. So far as

has been, ascertained at present
'

sfcrongyles' are the usual causal agents

though other species of parasites may be present as well. Feeding experi-

ments with suspicious plants and grasses will also be carried out if pos-

sible.

It remains to record that with a liberal and nourishing diet animals

usually recover without medicinal treatment if they are not too far gone,

but this is recognised by few agriculturists. Those who do recognise it

admifc that some animals are saved in this way, but when fodder is not

available they let matters slide and lose their cattle. The question of

supply of fodder will be discussed later. It is intimately connected with

this disease which assumed such serious proportions in the past year and

may do so again. As soon as an adequate supply of fodder became

available and the land began to dry up reports of the disease became less,

and many affected animals recovered. It is well-known that animals will

recover from parasitic disease without medicinal treatment if liberally and

judiciously
fed.
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Agriculturists give goor and g~hi in this disease but they have little or

no effect on its course. Those who can afford to bey gram and forage,

and are liberal enough to do so, manage to save a number of their animals

but these are exceptional cases.

40. Contagious pleuro-pneuinonia is not recognised as a contagious

disease and ia point of fact appears to be uncom-
Lung disease.

i -i j -i , imon. Lung diseases are included under the name

of till and are well-known among agriculturists.

Cattle suffering from chest affections are frequently brought to hospitals

for treatment.

Cow-pox. 41. Cow-pox and sheep-pox are nob uncommon.

42. Surra is well-known in the district in equines and several villages

in the Ajnala Tahsil suffered from its ravages during

the past autumn of 1908. Few recognise that the

disease is spread by biting flies and that precautions are necessary, but in

time they will probably learn this. There is no treatment practised for

this disease.

43. Strangles is also well-known and recognised. Agriculturists are

in the habit of fomenting the symptomatic abscess
Strangles. .

and the animals generally recover.

44. Surgical diseases and skin affections are the most usual of the

ordinary affections to which animals are liable
Other diseases.

*

and no other diseases appear to call for any special

remarks.
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45. A table giving the vernacular names used for the common specific

diseases and their treatment is given below :

Native treatment.

English.
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Zeera ... Carraway speda carum carni.

Kalazeera ... Cumin caminum cyminmn,
Rasout ... Juice of root of Berberis aristata.

Ajwain ... Omum Ptychotis fructus.

Ak ... Calotropis gigantea.

Farash ... Tamarix orientalis.

Mango ... Mangifera indica.

Moth ... Phaseolus aconitifolius.

Gngal ... Bruised root of Doloraioea macrocephala.

Bathu ... Chenopodium murale.

Tararaeera ... Brassica eruca.

Neera ... Azadirachta mdica.

Goor ... Molasses.

Ghi . ... Clarified butter.

46. Latterly agriculturists living in villages in the vicinity of the

VHterinary hospitals that, are now established at
Veterinary hospitals,

*

.

*

each tahsil headquarters show au increasing

tendency to take their animals, especially horses, there for treatment.

In some cases animals are taken long distances, journeys of 20 miles or so

being not unco ramon. But animals, especially cattle, are not taken long
distances conveniently and there can be no doubt that an increased

number of veterinary hospitals with two men stationed at each to tour

alternately in the area allotted to each hospital would be of great
benefit to agriculturists. Zamindars are rapidly gaining confidence

and the time is coming when the growing demand for veterinary attend-

ance will have to be dealt with. Apart from the humane point of view

the increased value of all agricultural animals makes intelligent treatment

of their diseases economical.

47. Cases of ordinary disease, especially surgical, which are the most

common, ore best treated at hospitals whenever
Treatment in villages.

possible but they will
a
also be treated more in

villages as the con6dence of the people increases. There is a tendency

at present to regard the veterinary assistant when on tour as an unbidden

guest and in the ordinary course treatment in villages is not popular.

Epidemic and parasitical diseases claim a large number of victims.

By means of inoculation, etc., the Civil Veterinary Department manages to

save a large number that would otherwise die but much more could be

done with an increased staff and more help from the people themselves.
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A tactful man can do a good deal,but from the point of view of

perfection, outbreaks cannot be dealt with satisfactorily until the law can

be put in force to compel notification, segregation when necessary, and

hygienic methods.
V. SUPPLY OF FODDER.

48. In normal years there is plenty of fodder grown in the Ainritsar

district and it may be said to be practically secure
Fodder crops. . . .

against famine owing to the existence or canal

irrigation.

If, however, there is fail are of or damage to the fodder crops in any

year the cattle have to suffer as there is practically no grazing, or

reserve of fodder. The excessive rainfall in the autumn of 1908-09 caused

severe damage to the fodder crops and the year must, therefore, be regarded

as quite an abnormal one,

49. Of the rabi crops, wheat is the chief. In 1908-09 it covered

304,451 acres or 32 per cent, of the whole cultL

vable area. This percentage was only 89 per

cont. of the normal, however.

After ripening and threshing, the broken straw (bhusa or turi) is

carefully stored in conical stacks for use in the following winter as dry

fodder.

50. Bhusa is one of the principal cattle fodders and if the crop be

insufficient or damaged the results are serious.

Green wheat is occasionally used for fodder (khasil).

The other principal rabi crops are barley, gram, and oilseeds. Oats are

not much grown.

51. Barley may be cut green for fodder. The grain is used for

horses in the form of "ardawa" and for milch cows in
Barley. , ,

the form of 'sattoo .

52. Grnm is a staple food for horses. The stra* makes excellent

fodder for cattle.
Gram.
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53. The various oilseed plants are commonly given in the unripe

condition. The cakes derived from the various oil-

Oilseeds and cakes. . , , . ,

seeds are largely given to milch cows and buHaloes

to increase the flow of milk.

54. Of purely fodder crops "Senji" (melilotus parviflora), a

luxuriant trefoil, is grown everywhere where there
Senji. . i ... . , .

is irrigation. It is an indispensable crop for

stall-fed cattle and is given chopped up with bhusa or other straws.

Unfortunately it does not give a second crop like many other leguminous

plants such as clovers and lucerne.

55.
" Methi "

(Trigonella Fsenumgrcecum) is also grown to a

considerable extent as a green fodder.
Metbi.

56.
" Maina "

(Medicago denticulata) is a weed of the trefoil variety

which grows plentifully in uncultivated fields and

on stubbles. It is used as fodder for cattle.

57. Of the kharif ciops
"
jowar" (sorghum vulgare) is the principal

cattle fodder. When sown thick as a purely fodder

crop it is called
" chari". As a rule it is not

irrigated and is dependent on the rains. In the early winter when

the plough cattle are hardest worked they are almost dependent

on " chari
" and the failure of the rains is quite a calamity for them

therefore. Similarly it is a calamity if the "
chari "

crops are damaged

by excessive rain. The smaller millets are not grown very much, The

stalks are given to c ttle when available.

58. Maize is largely grown and the stalks are given to cattle

but they are not a good fodder.
Maize.

59. Rice straw (parali) is not regarded as of much value and is

frequently not harvested. Cattle eat it when other
Riot straw. f -, , . .

todder is short.

60. Sugarcane is grown on irrigated land in fair quantity and may
be given to cattle in years when cheaper fodder is

Sugarcane, <

scarce.
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61. The usual kharif pulses are grown and the straws are used for

fodder. Moth (phaseolus aconitifolius) bhusa is

a valuable fodder for cattle especially milch cows.

62. Cotton seed is commonly given to milch cows in the cold season

Cotton seed
^ increase the fatty properties of the milk,

63. Grazing for cattle in the Amritsar District is practically confined

to that obtainable in very limited quantity in the
f rukhs

' mentioned in Chapter I and in the ' Bet '

or lowlying land on the banks of the Beas and Ravi. Any waste land

near villages on which cattle are nominally turned out to graze is gene-

rally useless equally for cultivation and grazing owing to the presence

of <
kallar'. Hay is not made in this district to any extent as grass is

scarce, but in the t rukhs ' the contractors occasionally stack hay after

a good season.

Grasses.

64. The following are the principal grasses, etc., found in the

district with their botanical names and feeding

qualities :

Vernacular.
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Vernacular.
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Wheat being the desirable crop the minimum amount of purely

fodder crops is put down so that there is no appreciable margin in a

bad year. There is a custom also of keeping useless cattle, that cannot

be provided for comfortably, to the detriment of the working bullocks.

It is true that their manure is an asset but the people do not usually

make the best use of it. The Sikhs do not care to sell their cattle to

strangers for fear they should get into the hands of Mahommedans or

skin-dealers and appear to prefer to see them die of starvation when

fodder is scarce.

65. The fodder question will receive more attention no doubt

when farm animals become so valuable that it will
The fodder question. ., . , ..

pay the agriculturist to cater tor their wants just

as much as it pays him to grow wheat. But the people are very con-

servative and economic lessons have to be learned in the hard school

of bitter experience. There are probably very few civilised countries in

which well defined agreements between landlord and tenant are not

always required, laying down the uses to which the land is to be put

and the rotation of crops to be adopted. Every far seeing landlord must

see that it is to his interest and that of his tenants in the future that a

proper rotation is adopted and that the farm animals are provided for.

. It might be feasible to so arrange the scale of charges for water

rates that there would be more incentive to grow fodder crops than

there is at present and this matter might be referred to the Canal

Department for opinion.

Finally it may be said that a fodder famine in the Amritsar District

would be practically unknown if sufficient fodder crops were grown by
the people. Since the district has come under flow irrigation damage
to forage crops does not depend so much on the failure of the rains,

though in such a case the ' chari
'

crop suffers, as it does from losses

from the floods which so frequently occur in wet seasons.

66. Before the construction of the Bari Doab Canal, Amritsar, like

the rest of the Punjab, was periodically visited
Famines.

^v famine , The district suffered from scarcity in
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1868-69 but since then there has been no distress among the people

deserving of mention and, owing to the large proportion of cultivation

irrigated by either wells or canah, it is now practically secure from

famine. It may be mentioned that the crops matured in the famine

year of 1899-00 amounted to 76 per cent, of the normal. Cattle fodder

is eaid to have been scarce in the years 1896, 1900, 1901 and 1906. As

stated above, the cattle suffer severely when rain is in excess and the

autumn of 1908 was a particularly bad year in this respect in the

low-lying parts of the district.

VI. FAIRS AND SHOWS.
67. The cattle and horse fairs held regularly at Amritsar are renown-

ed throughout the Province and well known be-

yond it. Their origin may be traced from the

time of the Sikhs. At one time the cattle fairs were held outside the west

gate of the city and the horse fairs within the city. For rather more

than 20 years they have been managed by the Municipality and they are

a great source of income to that body.

The cattle fair has now been definitely allotted a piece of ground on

the side of the Jullundur road south of the tahsil buildings and the horse

fair is held on the ground between the city and the fort.

The fairs are held twice a year that is at the Baisakhi and Dewali

festivals. They usually last for about ten days.

68. Statement III supplied by the Municipality shows certain parti-

Number of cattle present,
culars in regard to the number of animals brought

Statement III.
to foe cattle fairs, the average prices obtained and

the amount realised in fees during the years 1906, 1907 and J908. A very

large number of animals especially buffaloes change hands at these fairs

and there is considerable dealing in camels. As may be gathered from

the record of the average prices realised most of the animals are very in-

ferior in quality. Butchers and skin-dealers are the principal purchasers.
A certain number of working bullocks may be offered for sale at very
high prices. Good milch cows are rarely offered and most of those be-

long to the Gujars of Amritsar City.
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69. The large amount realised in fees on sales demonstrates the

great trade that goes on.
Fees charged.

At one time oue anna per head was charged but this was raised first to

two annas and then to three annas and this was levied on every animal

that left the fair sold or unsold. The most recent arrangement is to

charge a fee of five annas on every animal sold and a registering fee to

six pies in addition. This is said to be a popular arrangement.

A fee of eight annas is charged for every camel sold.

70. No record is kept of where animals are brought from or where

Whence brought and tnev are taken to, but cattle are brought from all

whence taken. oyer {^Q provj nce mamiy by cattle-dealers. A large
number of buffaloes come from the United Provinces. Tho cfrttle-dealers

buy and sell among themselves visiting many of the fairs in the Province
and on the road buy and sell in villages. Many of the purchasers of

buffaloes come from the N. W. F. Province and from over the border.

71. As shown in Statement III, liberal sums are given in prize-

1-rize.money for cattle,
m ney f F Cattle * m MuniciP^ f ds. A strong

judging committee made up of the local officials

and raises (native gentlemen) and assisted by Officers of the Civil Veteri-

nary Department awards the prizes. The cattle-dealers, however, who
form the great majority of those who attend the fairs, take no interest in

the showing as their animals are usually very inferior.

From a show point of view the Amritsar cattle-fairs are disappoint-

ing, very few animals of exceptional merit being brought.

The bulk of the prize-money in the cow and buffalo classes is taken

by the
' Gujars

' from Amritsar City. A few zamindars of the neighbour-

hood who possess good bullocks take most of the remaining prizes. The

amount given away in prizes would be considered very large by a

District Board, but in spite of the heavy expenses of the fairs, there is a
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large margin of profit to the Municipality and the money is given away
with a light heart. The prizes may add somewhat to the popularity of

the fairs although they are well established, but it is doubtful if they do

much to encourage breeding. People will not bring cattle long distances

merely for prizes and in this they show their wisdom. The risks entailed in

bringing valuable cattle to a fair like Amritsar are considerable.

Possibly the f

Gujars
'

of Amritsar City are induced to breed better

cows in the hope of gaming prizes but their ordinary trade is in itself a,

large factor in that direction. In any case a multiplicity of small prizes

is a mistake at any show. To really encourage the owners of exceptional

animals, it is of great importance to give a few good prizes in each class.

Many of the members of cattle show committees are apt to allow their good

nature to overcome their judgment and are inclined to give a small prize

to every animal that enters the ring whatever its deformities, especially if

the owner is popular.

72. Epidemic disease frequently breaks out at these fairs and they
are undoubtedly a great factor in spreading: disease.

Cattle disease at fairs. A strong veterinary sta 8 is always deputed to at-

tend the cattle fairs by the Civil Veterinary Department and arrange-

ments for inspection, segregation, disposal of carcases and treatment, etc.,

are made. A temporary dispensary is established in the fairs for the

treatment of ordinary cases.

73. As Amritsar is a selected district the Civil Veterinary Depart-

Horse fairs. State- nient has nothing to do with the horse fairs.
meni 1V * Certain particulars in regard to the number of

equinea brought to the fairs and the prices paid during the past three

years are shown in Statement IV.

For the past two years prizes have beon given at the Baisakhi fair

only. The Amritsar horse fair is one of the best known in the Province

and is largely attended, purchasers and sellers coming from considerable

distances. A number of remounts for native cavalry regiments are

generally obtained and a very large number of mules change hands.
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The horse-dealer is much in evidence and comparatively few pur-

chases are made except through the dealer middleman who buys up
most of the animals belonging to breeders before they come into the

fairs.

A very small proportion of the animals in the fairs are bred in the

Auaritsar District and the horse fairs held at Amritsar are not successful

because A mritsar is a horse breeding district but because it is centrally

and conveniently situated.

VII. GENERAL.

74. An extensive tour was made through the district every part being

visited. A large number of villages adioining the
Work on tour. . J

routes were inspected, the people interviewed and the

animals examined. Cases of foot and mouth disease, rinderpest, haamorr-

hagic septicaemia, gillar, etc., were found and investigated and in some

cases post-mortems were performed. Careful enquiries in regard to the

incidence of disease generally were made. The inoculation and other work

of the veterinary staff was checked also.

The Veterinary Inspector of the division and the itinerating veterinary

assistant of the district accompanied me throughout. They both had a

very good knowledge of the district, the stock in it and the agricultural

conditions generally. They were also well acquainted with the people who

appeared to have full con6dence in them.

75. The veterinary hospitals at Amritsar, Tarn Taran and Ajnala

were inspected and found in good order. The
The veterinary hospitals. . ,, -

former is supported by the Araritsar Municipality

and the two latter by the District Board. The attendance of patients is

increasing rapidly at Tarn Taran and Ajnala and that at Amritsar which

is an old established hospital is satisfactory. The people in the neigh-

bourhood of the tahsil hospitals especially appeared to know and appreciate

the advantages to be gained from them. There is no doubt that hospitals

are very advantageous to the people within a radius of about ten miles.

Cases are brought in frequently also from villages outside the ten mile

radius, several instances of twenty miles having come to notice. Indoor
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treatment is not very popular at present as the cost of living under these

conditions both for man and beast is expensive. Accommodation for indoor

patients has only recently been provided at hospitals and the people have

not yet learnt the great advantages to be gained from it. There is no

doubt that it will become more popular in time especially as animals

become dearer and better worth the expenses of treatment.

There is a great demand for a veterinary hospital at Jandiala where

the itinerating veterinary assistant has his headquarters and a dispensary

whore he treats animals when not on tour.

This should be considered when the services of an additional

veterinary assistant can be obtained for the district.

There were numerous requests for veterinary hospitals in other places

which obviously cannot be thought of at present. The Pinjrapole at

Amritsar was inspected. It is in charge of a veterinary assistant

employed by the management.

76. Most of the district board bulls were inspected and were found to

be in good condition. Two had strayed of which one
Stud balls. i i -, ^ is.,.

has since been recovered. One or two of the recent-

ly imported animals were rather wild but the people seemed to think

that they would soon settle down with kind treatment which is in fact the

case. A number of dedicated bulls were seen most of which were useless.

At one place only ("Jamarae") in the Tarn Taran Tahsil did I find a stud

bull that ha'l been purchased from village funds and he was quite a fair

animal. There was a general desire to have bulls especially in the Tarn

Taran Tahsil,

77. So far as agricultural stock is concerned Amritsar must be

regarded as an unsatisfactory district. It is
General remarks. ....*.

dependent on other districts for its supply of cattle

and is subject to losses from damage to fodder crops and from epidemic
disease.

It is unlikely that Amritsar could supply its own requirements in the

shape of bullocks even under the most favourable circumstances owing to

the lack of grazing facilities, but a good deal of help could be given by
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encouraging cultivators to keep good cows and bulls and to look after

their calves.

The veterinary department can help considerably in fostering breed-

ing and in the prevention and treatment of disease if sufficiently staffed

and provided with funds.

To deal effectively with these questions legislation is no doubt

essential but ideal schemes are impossible until the people are more

advanced and ready to regard legislation of this kind in the proper light.

In the meantime, much good can be done by expansion on present

lines and the demand will be greater as the value of stock increases and

education advances.
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STATEMENT

SHOWING VARIOUS PARTICULARS REGARDING THE HORSE PAIRS HELD

NAME OP FAIR.
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IV.

IN THE AMRIT8A.R, DISTRICT DURING TBE PAST THKEE YEARS.

NUMBER OF REMOUNTS PURCHASED.
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STATEMENT IV concluded.

SHOWING VABIOUS PARTICULARS REGARDING THE HORSE FAIRS HELD IN
THE AMRITSAR DISTRICT DURING THE PAST THREE YEARS.
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